Teresa Brewer to Appear At Theatre Show Rally Thursday at 12 in PET

Theatrical will present Teresa Brewer as the star of its annual spring show rally on Thursday at 12:00 in PET. Teresa Brewer, who has been the recipient of the title "Miss Music," will present a small selection of songs from her latest recording "Finnian's Rainbow." Previous CCNY audiences have enjoyed such shows as "Remains To Be Seen," "Kiss Me Kate," and "Mr. Roberts." Teresa Brewer today will be placed on public sale.

Last semester's theater production was the musical comedy "Finnian's Rainbow." Previous CCNY audiences have enjoyed such shows as "Remains To Be Seen," "Kiss Me Kate," and "Mr. Roberts."

Status of Council Newspaper Still Undetermined by Council

After approving a $2130 budget Friday, Student Council reviewed an FCSA order to place The Baruchian into the Status of Council Newspaper. Due to a directive of the Board of Estimate to the Baruchian, the council's motion was not available to the students in group leadership. For those interested in purchasing a supplementary study of methods of meeting the predicted needs.

By Barbara Leventer

Camp Course Planned To Train Counsellors

Lampert House will offer a new kind of training course, geared to the needs of the person who would like to be a camp counsellor. Both experienced and inexperienced counsellors are eligible to take the course.

The entire program is in the tent stage. In the works is a six-week course, meeting one evening each week from the first of March until the beginning of the Spring vacation. Some of the topics that will be included are: understanding child development and behavior; group development and behavior; general camp skills in indoor and outdoor activities; campfire programs; and arts and crafts work. There are plans to invite some camp directors and head counsellors to talk at the sessions about what they expect from a counsellor.

Those interested can pick up an application in the main office at Lampert House and return it before Friday.

Mrs. Sandra Sabatini of Home Play, a member of Student Life, is in charge of this project.
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Beavers Hope to Trample Violets in 40th Encounter

Each year at this time, the followers of City College basketball look forward to the contest between the rivals, a game that seems to come in the fall and only failure for the season's work for the NYU game. Since 1915 the two intra-city rivals have met 49 times on the basketball court. New York University holds a 21-18 edge going into Thursday's clash at the Fordham gym (Third Avenue and 39th Street, the Bronx.)

Neither five has enjoyed a successful season this year. City College owns an 8-8 record while the Violets trail in 6-13.

NYU mentor Howard Cann is hoping to make this 40th game of the series his 40th victory at the Violet basketball helm.

Two NYU starters will be playing their last games. They are Co-captains Joe Scarpinato and Dom DeBoni, a good set shot and a hustling driver. Scarpinato is perhaps the Violet's all-around performer. The balding senior is a strong rebounder, and possesses a deadly outside shot. DeBoni is a fine passer and centers and is the team's leading scorer, averaging 13.7 points per game.

Joe Scarpinato, usually behind the arc, has been clicking at a 13.6 clip. Aggressive backcourt plunger Jimmy Nicks and powerful Guard D'Orazio a 6-4 center, complete the Violet starting five.

Swimmers Cop Title; Nip Brooklyn, 48-35

By Ralph Sobovinsky

The City College mermen racked up their seventh straight meet triumph since losing to Columbia this year, by defeating Brooklyn College, 48-35, in the Brooklyn College pool. By dint of this victory, the Beavers brought the Metropolitan dual league championship to CCNY for the second consecutive year.

The swimmers continued their terrific record breaking pace in the Brooklyn meet. In the first event, Sol Shifrin, Bert Lee Jr., and Bill Winter, Uudaunted by the fact that they had to fence in a cafeteria, set another pool record. By dint of this victory, the Beavers brought the Metropolitan dual league championship to CCNY for the second consecutive year.

The swimmers continued their terrific record breaking pace in the Brooklyn meet. In the first event, Sol Shifrin, Bert Lee Jr., and Bill Winter, cavaled with their efforts to win the 500 yard medley relay race in a time of 3:10.2, establishing a new Brooklyn College pool record. By dint of this victory, the Beavers brought the Metropolitan dual league championship to CCNY for the second consecutive year.
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